Annotations and citations (Law) -- Arizona.

SHEPARD'S ARIZONA CITATIONS: EVERY STATE & FEDERAL CITATION. 5th ed.
Colorado Springs, Colo.: LexisNexis, 2008. CORE. LOCATION = LAW CORE.
KFA2459 .S53 2008 Online. LOCATION = LAW ONLINE ACCESS.

Antitrust law -- European Union countries -- Congresses.


Consolidation and merger of corporations -- Law and legislation -- United States.


Consumer credit -- Law and legislation -- United States -- Popular works.


Construction industry -- Law and legislation -- Arizona.

ARIZONA CONSTRUCTION LAW ANNOTATED: ARIZONA CONSTITUTION, STATUTES, AND REGULATIONS WITH ANNOTATIONS AND COMMENTARY. [Eagan, Minn.]: Thomson/West, c2008- KFA2469 .A75. LOCATION = LAW RESERVE.
Court administration -- United States.

THE USE OF COURTROOMS IN U.S. DISTRICT COURTS: A REPORT TO THE JUDICIAL CONFERENCE COMMITTEE ON COURT ADMINISTRATION & CASE MANAGEMENT.
Washington, DC: Federal Judicial Center, [2008]
JU 13.2:C 83/9. LOCATION = LAW GOV DOCS STACKS.

Discrimination in employment -- Law and legislation -- United States.

EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION: LAW AND PRACTICE / CHARLES A. SULLIVAN, LAUREN M. WALTER.
4th ed.
KF3464 .S84 2009. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

Economic stabilization -- Law and legislation -- United States.

RIA'S COMPLETE ANALYSIS OF THE WORKER, RETIREE, AND EMPLOYER RECOVERY ACT OF 2008: WITH CODE AND ERISA SECTIONS AS AMENDED AND COMMITTEE REPORTS.
KF6276.6 2008 .R43 2009. LOCATION = LAW TAX.

Evidence, Expert -- United States.

EXPERT WITNESSING AND SCIENTIFIC TESTIMONY: SURVIVING IN THE COURTROOM / KENNETH S. COHEN.
KF8961 .C64 2008. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

Family violence -- United States -- Handbooks, manuals, etc.

UNDERSTANDING DOMESTIC VIOLENCE: A HANDBOOK FOR VICTIMS AND PROFESSIONALS / VICTIM WITNESS ASSISTANCE UNIT.
J 1.8/2:UN 2. LOCATION = LAW GOV DOCS STACKS.

Federally recognized Indian tribes.

Y 4.IN 2/11:S.HRG.110-468. LOCATION = LAW GOV DOCS STACKS.
Financial institutions -- Law and legislation.


Forensic neurology.


Forensic sciences.


Government executives -- United States -- Directories.


Indians of North America -- Economic conditions.


Indians of North America -- Finance.

Indians of North America -- Land tenure.


Information warfare -- United States.


International law -- Moral and ethical aspects.


Land use -- Law and legislation -- Arizona.


Law -- Germany.


Mediation -- United States.

**Parent and child (Law).**


**Patent practice -- United States.**


**Planned communities -- Arizona.**


**Political culture -- United States -- History -- 20th century.**


**Probate law and practice -- Arizona.**


**Treason -- England -- History -- 16th century.**


**Trial practice -- Arizona.**

**United States. Congress -- Periodicals.**

UNITED STATES CONGRESSIONAL SERIAL SET. [Black Americans in Congress 1870-2007.]
Y 1.1/2: SERIAL 14904. LOCATION = LAW GOV DOCS STACKS.

**United States. Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993.**

GUIDE TO THE FINAL FMLA REVISED REGULATIONS / [AUTHORS: BARBARA S. MAGILL AND DALE MCGEEHON].
KF3531 .M34 2008. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

**United States. Federal Bureau of Investigation -- History.**

J 1.14/2:C 33/3. LOCATION = LAW GOV DOCS STACKS.

**United States. National Labor Relations Board -- Rules and practice.**

AN OUTLINE OF LAW AND PROCEDURE IN REPRESENTATION CASES / NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD, OFFICE OF THE GENERAL COUNSEL.
LR 1.6/2:L 41/2008. LOCATION = LAW GOV DOCS STACKS.

**Whistle blowing -- Law and legislation -- United States.**

ADVISING THE QUI TAM WHISTLEBLOWER : FROM IDENTIFYING A CASE TO FILING UNDER THE FALSE CLAIMS ACT / ROBIN PAGE WEST.
2nd ed.
Chicago : ABA General Practice, Solo, and Small Firm Section, c2009.
KF850 .W55 2009. LOCATION = LAW MEDIA.
KF850 .W55 2009. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

**Women -- Legal status, laws, etc. -- Social aspects.**

WOMEN, CRIME, AND CHARACTER : FROM MOLL FLANDERS TO TESS OF THE D'URBERVILLES / NICOLA LACEY.
K349 .L332 2008. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.
12 ANGRY MEN [VIDEORECORDING] / STORY AND SCREENPLAY BY REGINALD ROSE; PRODUCED BY HENRY FONDA AND REGINALD ROSE; DIRECTED BY SIDNEY LUMET; ORION-NOVA; A UNITED ARTISTS PRESENTATION.
Widescreen format (1.66:1); Collector's ed.
PN1997 .T82 2008 DVD. LOCATION = LAW MEDIA.

THE ACCUSED [VIDEORECORDING] / PARAMOUNT PICTURES; PRODUCERS, STANLEY R. JAFFE, SHERRY LANSING; WRITER, TOM TOPOR; DIRECTOR, JONATHAN KAPLAN.
[Widescreen version].
[United States]: Paramount Pictures, [2002].
PN1997 .A22 2002 DVD. LOCATION = LAW MEDIA.

ADAM'S RIB [VIDEORECORDING] / METRO GOLDWYN MAYER; SCREEN PLAY BY RUTH GORDON AND GARSON KANIN; PRODUCED BY LAWRENCE WEINGARTEN; DIRECTED BY GEORGE CUKOR.
PN1997 .A31 2000 DVD. LOCATION = LAW MEDIA.

AMISTAD [VIDEORECORDING] / DREAMWORKS PICTURES PRESENTS IN ASSOCIATION WITH HBO PICTURES; DIRECTED BY STEVEN SPIELBERG; WRITTEN BY DAVID FRANZONI; PRODUCED BY STEVEN SPIELBERG, DEBBIE ALLEN, COLIN WILSON.
PN1997 .A44 1999 DVD. LOCATION = LAW MEDIA.

ANATOMY OF A MURDER [VIDEORECORDING] / COLUMBIA; OTTO PREMINGER PRESENTS; SCREENPLAY BY WENDELL MAYES; PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY OTTO PREMINGER.
PN1997 .A51 2000 DVD. LOCATION = LAW MEDIA.

--AND JUSTICE FOR ALL [VIDEORECORDING] / COLUMBIA PICTURES PRESENTS A JOE WIZAN PRESENTATION OF A NORMAN JEWISON FILM.
Full screen version.
PN1997 .A52 2004 DVD. LOCATION = LAW MEDIA.

BREAKER MORANT [VIDEORECORDING] / SOUTH AUSTRALIAN FILM CORPORATION PRESENTS; SCREENPLAY BY JONATHAN HARDY, DAVID STEVENS, BRUCE BERESFORD; PRODUCED BY MATTHEW CARROLL; DIRECTED BY BRUCE BERESFORD.
PN1997 .B72 2008 DVD. LOCATION = LAW MEDIA.


THE COURT-MARTIAL OF BILLY MITCHELL [VIDEORECORIDING] / WARNER BROS. PICTURES PRESENTS; STORY AND SCREEN PLAY BY MILTON SPERLING AND EMMET LAVERY; A UNITED STATES PICTURES PRODUCTION; PRODUCED BY MILTON SPERLING; DIRECTED BY OTTO PREMINGER.
PN1997 .C685 2003 DVD. LOCATION = LAW MEDIA.

DEVIL'S ADVOCATE [VIDEORECORIDING] / WARNER BROS. PRESENTS IN ASSOCIATION WITH REGENCY ENTERPRISES A KOPELSON ENTERTAINMENT PRODUCTION; A TAYLOR HACKFORD FILM.
Special ed., widescreen version.
PN1997 .D48 1998 DVD. LOCATION = LAW MEDIA.

DOUBLE INDEMNITY [VIDEORECORIDING] / PARAMOUNT PICTURES; SCREENPLAY BY BILLY WILDER AND RAYMOND CHANDLER; DIRECTED BY BILLY WILDER.
[Special ed.]
Universal City, Calif.: Universal Pictures, [2006].
PN1997 .D68 2006 DVD. LOCATION = LAW MEDIA.

ERIN BROCKOVICH [VIDEORECORIDING] / UNIVERSAL PICTURES AND COLUMBIA PICTURES PRESENT A JERSEY FILMS PRODUCTION; PRODUCED BY DANNY DEVITO, MICHAEL SHAMBERG, STACEY SHER; WRITTEN BY SUSANNAH GRANT; DIRECTED BY STEVEN SODERBERGH.
PN1997 .E74 2000 DVD. LOCATION = LAW MEDIA.

A FEW GOOD MEN [VIDEORECORIDING] / COLUMBIA PICTURES; CASTLE ROCK ENTERTAINMENT; SCREENPLAY, AARON SORKIN; PRODUCERS, DAVID BROWN, ROB REINER, ANDREW SCHEINMAN; DIRECTOR, ROB REINER.
Special ed.
PN1997 .F48 2001 DVD. LOCATION = LAW MEDIA.

THE FIRM [VIDEORECORIDING] / PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS A JOHN DAVIS/SCOTT RUDIN/MIRAGE PRODUCTION.
Widescreen.
PN1997 .F57 2000 DVD. LOCATION = LAW MEDIA.

THE FORTUNE COOKIE [VIDEORECORIDING] / UNITED ARTISTS; THE MIRISCH CORPORATION PRESENTS; A PHALANX-JALEM PRODUCTION; WRITTEN BY BILLY WILDER AND I.A.L. DIAMOND; PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY BILLY WILDER.
PN1997 .F67 2001 DVD. LOCATION = LAW MEDIA.
GHOSTS OF MISSISSIPPI [VIDEORECORDING] / CASTLE ROCK ENTERTAINMENT; WRITTEN BY LEWIS COLICK; PRODUCERS, FREDERICK ZOLLO, NICHOLAS PALEOLOGOS AND ANDREW SCHEINMAN; PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY ROB REINER.
PN1997 .G46 2000 DVD. LOCATION = LAW MEDIA.

IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER [VIDEORECORDING] / UNIVERSAL PICTURES PRESENTS A HELL'S KITCHEN/ GABRIEL BYRNE PRODUCTION; SCREENPLAY BY TERRY GEORGE AND JIM SHERIDAN; PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY JIM SHERIDAN.
Universal City, CA: Universal Studios Home Video, [1998].
PN1997 .I5 1998 DVD. LOCATION = LAW MEDIA.

INHERIT THE WIND [VIDEORECORDING] / A UNITED ARTISTS RELEASE; PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY STANLEY KRAMER; SCREENPLAY BY NATHAN E. DOUGLAS AND HAROLD JACOB SMITH.
PN1997 .I53 2001 DVD. LOCATION = LAW MEDIA.

INTOLERABLE CRUELTY [VIDEORECORDING] / UNIVERSAL PICTURES AND IMAGINE ENTERTAINMENT PRESENT A BRIAN GRAZER PRODUCTION IN ASSOCIATION WITH ALPHAVILLE; PRODUCED BY ETHAN COEN, BRIAN GRAZER; SCREENPLAY BY ROBERT RAMSEY & MATTHEW STONE AND ETHAN COEN & JOEL COEN; DIRECTED BY JOEL COEN.
Full screen (1.33:1) version.
PN1997 .I57 2003 DVD. LOCATION = LAW MEDIA.

JAGGED EDGE [VIDEORECORDING] / COLUMBIA PICTURES; WRITTEN BY JOE ESZTERHAS; PRODUCED BY MARTIN RANSOHOFF; DIRECTED BY RICHARD MARQUAND.
Culver City, Calif.: Columbia Pictures, c2000.
PN1997 .J33 2000 DVD. LOCATION = LAW MEDIA.

JFK [VIDEORECORDING] / WARNER BROS. PRESENTS IN ASSOCIATION WITH LE STUDIO CANAL+, REGENCY ENTERPRISES AND ALCOR FILMS AN IXTLAN CORPORATION AND A A. KITMAN HO PRODUCTION; SCREENPLAY BY OLIVER STONE & ZACHARY SKLAR; PRODUCED BY A. KITMAN HO AND OLIVER STONE; DIRECTED BY OLIVER STONE.
Two-disc special ed.
PN1997 .J44 2003 DVD. LOCATION = LAW MEDIA.

JOHN GRISHAM'S THE RAINMAKER [VIDEORECORDING] / CONSTELLATION FILMS; A DOUGLAS/REUTHER PRODUCTION IN ASSOCIATION WITH AMERICAN ZOETROPE; SCREENPLAY BY FRANCIS FORD COPPOLA; PRODUCED BY MICHAEL DOUGLAS, STEVEN REUTHER AND FRED FUCHS; DIRECTED BY FRANCIS FORD COPPOLA.
Widescreen (ed.).
PN1997 .R34 1998 DVD. LOCATION = LAW MEDIA.
JUDGMENT AT NUREMBERG [VIDEORECORING] / ROXLOM ; UNITED ARTISTS ; PRODUCER, STANLEY KRAMER ; SCREENPLAY, ABBY MANN ; DIRECTED BY STANLEY KRAMER.
Special ed.
PN1997 .J82 2004 DVD. LOCATION = LAW MEDIA.

KRAMER VS. KRAMER [VIDEORECORDING] / COLUMBIA PICTURES PRESENTS A STANLEY JAFFE PRODUCTION ; PRODUCED BY STANLEY R. JAFFE ; WRITTEN FOR THE SCREEN AND DIRECTED BY ROBERT BENTON.
PN1997 .K71 2001 DVD. LOCATION = LAW MEDIA.

LEGALLY BLONDE [VIDEORECORDING] / METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURES PRESENTS A MARC PLATT PRODUCTION ; PRODUCED BY MARC PLATT, RIC KIDNEY ; SCREENPLAY BY KAREN MCCULLAH LUTZ & KIRSTEN SMITH ; DIRECTED BY ROBERT LUKETIC.
PN1997 .L43 2004 DVD. LOCATION = LAW MEDIA.

LIAR LIAR [VIDEORECORDING] / UNIVERSAL PICTURES AND IMAGINE ENTERTAINMENT PRESENT A BRIAN GRAZER PRODUCTION ; A TOM SHADYAC FILM ; WRITTEN BY PAUL GUAY & STEPHEN MAZUR ; PRODUCED BY BRIAN GRAZER ; DIRECTED BY TOM SHADYAC.
Collector's ed.
PN1997 .L51 1999 DVD. LOCATION = LAW MEDIA.

A MAN FOR ALL SEASONS [VIDEORECORDING] / COLUMBIA ; SCREENPLAY BY ROBERT BOLT ; PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY FRED ZINNEMANN.
Special ed.
Culver City, Calif. : Sony Pictures Home Entertainment, [2007].
PN1997 .M35 2007 DVD. LOCATION = LAW MEDIA.

MIRACLE ON 34TH STREET [VIDEORECORDING] / [PRESENTED BY] TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX ; WRITTEN FOR THE SCREEN AND DIRECTED BY GEORGE SEATON ; PRODUCED BY WILLIAM PERLBERG ; STORY BY VALENTINE DAVIES.
[Special ed.].
Beverly Hills, Calif. : 20th Century Fox Home Entertainment, [2006].
PN1997 .M57 2006 DVD. LOCATION = LAW MEDIA.

MUSIC BOX [VIDEORECORDING] / A COSTA-GAVRAS FILM ; AN IRWIN WINKLER PRODUCTION ; A CAROLCO PICTURES PRESENTATION ; WRITTEN BY JOE ESZTERHAS ; PRODUCED BY IRWIN WINKLER ; DIRECTED BY COSTA-GAVRAS.
Full screen ed.
Santa Monica, CA : Artisan Home Entertainment, c2003.
PN1997 .M77 2003 DVD. LOCATION = LAW MEDIA.
MY COUSIN VINNY [VIDEORECORDING] / [PRESENTED BY] TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX ; PRODUCED BY DALE LAUNER AND PAUL SCHIFF ; DIRECTED BY JONATHAN LYNN.
PN1997 .M8 2000 DVD. LOCATION = LAW MEDIA.

NORTH COUNTRY [VIDEORECORDING] / WARNER BROS. PICTURES PRESENTS IN ASSOCIATION WITH PARTICIPANT PRODUCTIONS ; A NICK WECHSLER PRODUCTION ; A NIKI CARO FILM ; PRODUCED BY NICK WECHSLER ; SCREENPLAY BY MICHAEL SEITZMAN ; DIRECTED BY NIKI CARO.
Full screen ed.

THE PAPER CHASE [VIDEORECORDING] / A THOMPSON-PAUL PRODUCTION ; TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX ; SCREENPLAY BY JAMES BRIDGES ; PRODUCED BY ROBERT C. THOMPSON AND RODRICK PAUL ; DIRECTED BY JAMES BRIDGES.
Widescreen version.
PN1997 .P36 2003 DVD. LOCATION = LAW MEDIA.

THE PELICAN BRIEF [VIDEORECORDING] / WARNER BROS. ; SCREENPLAY, ALAN J. PAKULA ; PRODUCERS, ALAN J. PAKULA, PIETER JAN BRUGGE ; DIRECTOR, ALAN J. PAKULA.
Wide screen ed.
PN1997 .P45 1997 DVD. LOCATION = LAW MEDIA.

THE PEOPLE VS. LARRY FLYNT [VIDEORECORDING] / COLUMBIA PICTURES PRESENTS IN ASSOCIATION WITH PHOENIX PICTURES ; AN IXTLAN PRODUCTION ; WRITTEN BY SCOTT ALEXANDER & LARRY KARASZEWSKI ; PRODUCED BY OLIVER STONE, JANET YANG AND MICHAEL HAUSMAN ; DIRECTED BY MILOS FORMAN.
Culver City, Calif. : Columbia TriStar Home Video, [1997], c1996.
PN1997 .P46 1997 DVD. LOCATION = LAW MEDIA.

PHILADELPHIA [VIDEORECORDING] / TRISTAR PICTURES ; PRODUCED BY EDWARD SAXON AND JONATHAN DEMME ; DIRECTED BY JONATHAN DEMME ; SCREENPLAY BY RON NYSWANER.
Deluxe widescreen presentation.
Culver City, Calif. : Columbia TriStar Home Video, [2000].
PN1997 .P54 2000 DVD. LOCATION = LAW MEDIA.

PRESUMED INNOCENT [VIDEORECORDING] / WARNER BROS. INC. ; SCREENPLAY BY FRANK PIERSON AND ALAN J. PAKULA ; PRODUCERS, SYDNEY POLLACK AND MARK ROSENBERG ; DIRECTOR, ALAN J. PAKULA.
PN1997 .P72 1997 DVD. LOCATION = LAW MEDIA.
PRIMAL FEAR [VIDEORECORDING] / PARAMOUNT PICTURES ; IN ASSOCIATION WITH RYSHER ENTERTAINMENT ; A GARY LUCCHESI PRODUCTION.
Widescreen version.
PN1997 .P74 1998 DVD. LOCATION = LAW MEDIA.

REVERSAL OF FORTUNE [VIDEORECORDING] / REVERSAL FILMS, INC. ; PRODUCERS, EDWARD R. PRESSMAN AND OLIVER STONE ; SCREENPLAY, NICHOLAS KAZAN ; DIRECTOR, BARBET SCHROEDER.
PN1997 .R48 2001 DVD. LOCATION = LAW MEDIA.

A TIME TO KILL [VIDEORECORDING] / WARNER BROS. PRESENTS IN ASSOCIATION WITH REGENCY ENTERPRISES ; AN ARNON MILCHAN PRODUCTION ; A JOEL SCHUMACHER FILM.
PN1997 .T55 1997 DVD. LOCATION = LAW MEDIA.

TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD [VIDEORECORDING] / UNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL ; SCREENPLAY BY HORTON FOOTE ; PRODUCED BY ALAN J. PAKULA ; DIRECTED BY ROBERT MULLIGAN ; [A PAKULA-MULLIGAN, BRENTWOOD PRODUCTIONS PICTURE].
Collector's ed.
PN1997 .T64 1998 DVD. LOCATION = LAW MEDIA.

THE VERDICT [VIDEORECORDING] / TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX PRESENTS ; A ZANUCK/BROWN PRODUCTION ; EXECUTIVE PRODUCER BURTT HARRIS ; SCREENPLAY BY DAVID MAMET ; DIRECTED BY SIDNEY LUMET.
Collector's ed.; anamorphic widescreen format (1:85:1).
PN1997 .V47 2006 DVD. LOCATION = LAW MEDIA.

WITNESS FOR THE PROSECUTION [VIDEORECORDING] / METRO- GOLDWYN-MAYER STUDIOS, INC. ; PRODUCED BY ARTHUR HORNBLOW ; DIRECTED BY BILLY WILDER ; SCREENPLAY BY BILLY WILDER AND HARRY KURNITZ ; ADAPTATION BY LARRY MARCUS.
Widescreen ed.
PN1997 .W57 2001 DVD. LOCATION = LAW MEDIA.

YOUNG MR. LINCOLN [VIDEORECORDING] / TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX PRESENTS DARRYL F. ZANUCK'S PRODUCTION ; A COSMOPOLITAN PRODUCTION ; DIRECTED BY JOHN FORD ; ORIGINAL SCREEN PLAY BY LAMAR TROTTI.
Special ed.
PN1997 .Y68 2006 DVD. LOCATION = LAW MEDIA.